A-AXIS

REDUNDANT SUPPLIES

CH. 3
SERVO MOTOR POWER SUPPLY #1
SERVO MOTOR POWER SUPPLY #2

CH. 4
CHASSIS

LOGIC POWER SUPPLY #1
LOGIC POWER SUPPLY #2

CH. 2
CHASSIS

PULIZZI AC POWER CONTROLLER PC3400-A1-NET

CH. 1

GALIL MOTION CONTROLLER DMC-2280

CONTROL

SERVO AMPLIFIER AMP-19540

CHANNEL A

GALIL

POLYSWITCH PKF-168

EL-1390

MOTOR CABLE

EL-1387

STAGE CABLE

EL-1388

INTERCONNECT PANELS

ELECTRONICS RACK

EL-1230

TEMPERATURE BOARD 1

DB25 CABLE 1

BREAKOUT BOARD 1

INSTRUMENT

ADC STAGE

WASH TEMPERATURE SENSOR

LOAD ENCODER

CABLE CONNECTED SIGNAL

SECONDARY LIMIT

MOTOR ENCODER

CABLE CONNECTED SIGNAL

MOTOR

CABLE CONNECTED SIGNAL

LIMIT SWITCHES

NOTE: THIS STAGE IS MOUNTED IN THE TELESCOPE FORK
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